Atypical cortical responses underlie poor speech perception in children using cochlear implants.
Variability in speech perception abilities after years of cochlear implant use could reflect differences in central auditory processing of the electrical input provided. Cortical responses were measured in 23 experienced pediatric cochlear implant users who were 12.3+/-3.1 years of age at testing and had used their implants for 6.0+/-2.9 years. All had prelingual onset of deafness. An observer identified blind three types of cortical waveforms ranging from those similar to previous reports to more atypical responses. Children displaying atypical types of responses were implanted at a wide range of ages and had significantly poorer behavioral speech perception scores (P<0.05) than their peers with expected waveforms. Results suggest a persistent immaturity and/or abnormal organization in the auditory cortex in some children.